
 

Visual Communications - Photography  

Intern 

Organisation 

The Institute for Transportation and Development Policy (ITDP) works with cities worldwide to promote 
transport solutions that reduce traffic congestion, air pollution and greenhouse emissions while improving 
urban livability and economic opportunity. ITDP is a not-for-profit organization with its headquarters in 
New York City with offices in Africa, China, Indonesia, Brazil, Mexico, and the United States.  

The UrbanWorks Institute is a not-for-profit organisation registered under the Charitable Trusts Act in 
India. UrbanWorks is ITDP’s network partner in India. UrbanWorks, through its ITDP India programme, 
provides in-depth support to Indian government agencies to implement sustainable transport initiatives 
and develop progressive state and national level policies to scale-up the sustainable transport paradigm. 
UrbanWorks also engages extensively with other stakeholders to promote sustainable and equitable 
transport ideas. More information can be found at www.itdp.in. 

About the position 

We are seeking a candidate with excellent photography skills to document our projects, and take stock 
pictures of streets and public transport systems across the states we work in: Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, 
Jharkhand, and Delhi.  The photographs will be used to create awareness of the project’s achievements 
through presentations, print and online publications, websites, and for exhibitions. 

The position will be based in Chennai but will require travel to other cities in India.  

Scope of work  

The photographer will be expected to: 

1. Create a repository of existing photographs: The candidate is required to shortlist and edit 
relevant photographs from the existing stock.  

2. New Photographs: The candidate will work with the Communications team to identify 
photographs to be taken for ITDP specific projects (in Chennai, Pune, Pimpri-Chinchwad, 
Nashik, Delhi, Ranchi, and some smaller cities of Tamil Nadu), and stock photographs (such as 
public transport modes, road infrastructure, etc). This will require frequent travels to photograph 
various locations. 

3. Editing: The candidate must be able retouch, resize and enhance images as needed using 

http://www.itdp.in/


Photoshop or other photography software  

Skills  

The candidate must be able to: 

● Use different types of photographic equipment and photography software; 

● Have basic understanding of Colour Theory & Rules of Composition,  

● Proficiently use softwares such as Adobe Lightroom and Adobe Photoshop; 

● Determine desired images and compositions and choose equipment, props, settings and lighting to 
achieve desired results; 

● Have a keen eye for detail and a well-developed artistic and creative aesthetic; 

● Manage time efficiently and deliver results on time;  

● Provide own DSLR or equivalent equipment and appropriate lenses; 

How to apply 

The internship requires a commitment of 40 hours per week for 12 weeks and is based in Chennai. For 
more information, send a resume, and photography samples to jobs.india@itdp.org. 


